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Fig. 2 PP-MS structural damage. Panel A shows regions of significantly

higher FA in CP compared to CI patients (two-sample t-test, age

corrected), displayed on white matter skeleton derived using a Tract-

based Spatial Statistics (TBSS) analysis. The color bar represents the p-

value of significant results (p<0.05). Panel B shows cortical lesions (in

blue) and white matter lesions (in green) probability maps (thresholded

respectively between 0.04-0.08 and 0.1-0.4). Results are overlaid on MNI

T1-weighted template.

Fig.1 Cognitive status of PP-MS patients. Panel A shows results of the

NPS tests for all patients. Rows represent individual patients and

columns each test, both sorted by increasing mean z-score, indicated by

the color code. Panel B presents the NPS tests used in the PCA analysis,

with each name scaled by the loadings of the first principal component

for the patient dataset. Colors indicate cognitive domain: executive

functions (red), visuo-spatial ability (blue), short-term memory (purple)

and working memory/processing speed (green). Panel C shows the global

cognitive scores for CTRLs, CI and CP patients. Asterisks represent level

of significance for Mann-Whitney test (p<0.001).

Fig.3 Clusters showing a significant difference in FC between PP-MS

patients and CTRLs. Seed regions (first column) for the dorsal attention

network-DAN (left frontal eye field-lFEF), and executive control

network-ECN (dorsomedial prefrontal cortex-dmPFC and lateral anterior

prefrontal cortex-laPFC) are shown. Significant results are shown for

the standard frequency band (SFB; 0.01-0.1Hz), and Slow-5 (0.01-

0.027Hz). All t-maps are thresholded at corrected p<0.01 (covariates:

age and grey matter z-scores). The color bar shows voxel-wise T-

values.

Fig. 4 Clusters showing a significant difference in FC between CI (panel

A) and CP (panel B) patients and CTRLs. Seed regions (first column) for

the dorsal attention network-DAN (right frontal eye field-rFEF), executive

control network-ECN (lateral anterior prefrontal cortex-laPFC), and right

attentional network-RAN (right middle temporal gyrus-rMTG) are shown.

Significant results are shown for the standard frequency band (SFB;

0.01-0.1Hz), Slow-5 (0.01-0.027Hz) and Slow-4 (0.027-0.073Hz). All t-maps

are thresholded at corrected p<0.01 (covariates: age and grey matter z-

scores). The color bar shows voxel-wise T-values.

We confirmed the presence of a widespread cognitive

deterioration in PP-MS patients, with main

involvement of visuo-spatial and executive domains

and increased variability and inter-network

connectivity between ECN, DAN, RAN and other RSNs

responsible for cognitive control. IC lesion volume

was higher in CI patients and was directly correlated

with the increase in FC and variability.

Increased FC is usually regarded as a compensatory

mechanism that limits the consequences of

neurological damage9-11, or as expression of

maladaptive reorganization12,13. In our CI patients,

similarly to what observed in chronic stroke patients,

where the long term persistency of increased brain

activation is related to a poor behavioral outcome14,

FC and SD increase do not reflect maintenance of an

adequate cognitive status, suggesting a maladaptive

reorganization, possibly depending both on the extent

of WM structural damage and the presence of CLs. We

demonstrate, for the first time, that a maladaptive

hyper-synchronization of large scale networks and an

abnormal pattern of neural activity underlie cognitive

dysfunction in PP-MS, and that CLs possibly play a

role in SD and FC abnormalities.
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